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FAILURE MODES OF ROCKBOLTING
Chen Cao, Jan Nemcik1, Naj Aziz and Ting Ren
ABSTRACT: Rock bolting has advanced rapidly during the past four decades due to a better
understanding of load transfer mechanisms and advances made in the bolt system technology. Bolts
are used as permanent and temporary support systems in tunnelling and mining operations. A review
of reinforcement devices has indicated that three classes have evolved as part of rockbolt and ground
anchor while the rock is not generally thought of as being a component of the reinforcement system. A
classification of rockbolting reinforcement systems is presented, followed by the fundamental theory of
the load transfer mechanism. Finally, various failure modes of rockbolting systems are discussed.
CLASSIFICATION OF REINFORCEMENT
Rock bolting has advanced rapidly during the past four decades due to a better understanding of load
transfer mechanisms and advances made in the bolt system technology. Bolts are used as permanent
and temporary support systems in tunnelling and mining operations. In surface mining they are used to
stabilise slopes and in underground workings they are used for roadway development, shaft sinking, and
stoping operations. Rock bolts are installed around openings in mines and tunnels to tie weaker layers
to stronger layers above, to prevent sagging and separation and to provide a reinforcement zone in rock
mass that makes greater use of a rocks inherent mass strength to enable it to be self supportive.
A reinforcement scheme is an arrangement of primary, secondary and tertiary reinforcement systems in
a variety of dimensional and spatial configurations. Some of these may have been installed as pre- or
post-reinforcement, and may be un-tensioned, pre-tensioned or post-tensioned.
A review of
reinforcement devices has indicated that three classes of device have evolved: rockbolt (generally less
than 3 m), cable bolt (generally in the range from 3 to 15 m) and ground anchor (generally longer than
10 m). All of them comprise four principal components as shown in Figure 1, Windsor (1997):

Figure 1 - Four principal components of a reinforcement system, after Windsor (1997)
Whilst, the rock is not generally thought of as being a component of the reinforcement system, it has a
marked influence on the behaviour of the system and must therefore eventually be considered an
integral part of the system. For reinforcement with a bolt, the reinforcing element refers to the bolt and
the external fixture refers to the face plate and nut. The internal fixture is either a medium, such as
cement mortar or resin for grouted bolts, or a mechanical action like friction at the bolt interface for
frictionally coupled bolts. The internal fixture provides a coupling condition at the interface.
With reference to the component of internal fixture, the reinforcement system has been catalogued into
three fundamental types, Windsor and Thompson (1993):
 Continuous Mechanically Coupled (CMC) systems;
 Continuous Frictionally Coupled (CFC) systems; and
 Discreetly Mechanical or Frictionally Coupled (DMFC) system.
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According to this classification system, cement and resin grouted bolts belong to the CMC system while
Split set and Swellex bolts belong to the CFC system. The third group can be anchored by a slit and
wedge mechanism or an expansion shell.
Nowadays, grouted rock anchors have been used extensively in a wide range of geotechnical and
mining applications as temporary or permanent ground supports. A grouted anchor is defined as a
structural support comprising a tendon which is inserted into a drilled hole and then grouted. Grouted
steel anchors can be made from solid bar or stranded wire cables. Solid bars can be either smooth or
deformed with the latter being further classified as either "threadbar" or "rebar".
LOAD TRANSFER MECHANISM
The load transfer concept is central to the understanding of reinforcement system behaviour, and the
mechanical action of the different devices and their effects on excavation stability. This concept can be
visualised as being composed of three basic mechanisms, Stille et al (1989):
 Rock movement and load transfer from an unstable zone to the reinforcing element.
 Transfer of load from the unstable region to a stable interior region via element.
 Transfer of the reinforcing element load to the stable rock mass.
A fully grouted bolt is a passive roof support system, which is activated by movement of the surrounding
rock. The relationships between them belong to the continuous mechanically coupled bolt system
(CMC). The efficiency of load transfer is affected by the type and properties of the grout, profile of the
rock bolt, hole and bolt diameter, anchorage length, rock material, confinement pressure, over and
under spinning, and installation procedures. It is commonly accepted that the fully grouted bolt
provides greater shear surface for transmitting the load from rock to bolt and vice versa. The grout
supplies a mechanism for transferring the load between the rock and reinforcing element. This
redistribution of forces along the bolt is the result of movement in the rock mass, which transfers the load
to the bolt via shear resistance in the grout. This resistance could be the result of adhesion and /or
mechanical interlocking. Adhesion is the actual bonding between grout, steel, and rock, and the
mechanical interlocking is a keying effect created when grout fills irregularities between the bolt and the
rock.
Stress concentration is induced between the roughness of hole wall and the surface profile of the bolt.
This localised stress concentration could exceed the strength of the grout and rock resulting in localised
crushing that allows additional deformation in the steel.
Singer (1990) demonstrated that there is no adhesion between the grout to bolt and grout to rock
interface. Aziz and Webb (2003) reported almost no adhesion between the bolt surface and grout only,
Yazici and Kaiser (1992) stressed that the adhesive component was neglected because it cannot be
mobilised with frictional strength during the pullout test.
In general, only resinous grouts can meet the high strength required for short anchorages. A grouted
bolt can transfer greater loads than expanded shell or wedge type anchorages. This may be essential
in weaker rock strata where transfer of high loads over a short length borehole may initiate failure at the
rock interface.
FAILURE MODE OF TWO PHASE MATERIAL SYSTEM
By pulling out a steel bar embedded in a concrete column (note, there is no grout material), engineers
have been aware that the bond forces radiate out into the surrounding media from the bonding surface
of an anchored steel bar. Studies of bonding forces for plain reinforcing bars and rebar show that bond
for plain bars is made up of three components, Lutz (1970):
 Chemical adhesion;
 Friction; and
 Mechanical interaction between concrete and steel.
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Bond strength mainly depends on chemical adhesion and after slip, on friction. There is also some
interlocking due to the roughness of the bar surface. The effect of chemical adhesion is small and
friction does not occur until there is slip between bar and concrete.
For rebar, slip can occur in two ways; 1) The ribs can split the concrete by wedging action, and 2) The
ribs can crush the concrete. When concrete is crushed to a "compacted powder" it becomes lodged in
front of the ribs. In addition, even when slip and separation occur, additional transverse cracks and
splitting cracks are very probable. Thus, large axial displacement cannot occur without transverse and
longitudinal cracking in the surrounding concrete.
Lutz (1970) also outlined several types of cracks in a concrete cylinder with an axially embedded steel
bar to identify the failure modes of reinforcement. The breaking of a concrete beam into small columns
is called primary cracking which is the major failure mode. In addition, bond slip and dense minor radial
cracks are also presented, as shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2 - deformations of a concrete cylinder with pulled axially embedded plain reinforcing bar
according to Lutz (1970).
Tepfers (1973; 1979) established an analytical model for the tensile stress distribution causing
development of the radial splitting cracks. When pulling out, the interface will result in significant stress
concentrations. Due to these accumulated stresses, the debonding process will start and extend inside
the specimen along the reinforcing bar. There are two types of cracks: cone-shaped cracks and
longitudinal splitting cracks, both of which start at the interface as shown in Figure 3. The crack
patterns depend on the interface geometry and the properties of the interface and the surrounding
concrete; furthermore, these different crack patterns do not form independently from one another, but
interact through complicated non-linear mechanisms.

Figure 3 - Internal cone shaped cracks and longitudinal splitting cracks, Tepfers (1979)
It is thought that tensile stress is the cause of the splitting cracks. Tepfers (1973; 1979) assumed that
the radial components of the bond forces can be regarded as a hydraulic pressure, acting on a
thick-walled concrete ring surrounding the reinforcing bar. The shear stress at the interface distributes
into the surrounding material by compression under a certain angle and is balanced by tensile stress
rings in the concrete, as shown in Figure 4. According to this, the radial stress due to bond action on
the concrete, which is also regarded as the hydraulic pressure against a thick-walled concrete cylinder,
can be calculated out via shear stress of the interface
.

Figure 4 - Left: the radial components of the bond forces are balanced against tensile stress
rings. Right: bond stresses in the concrete adjacent to the bar. After Tepfers (1979)
16 – 17 February 2012
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For determination of the resistance against radial cracking, three different stress distributions are
applied referred to as uncracked elastic, partly cracked, and uncracked plastic stage. The cross
section of the deformed concrete beam and terminology in his mechanical model are shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5 - Left: Part of the tensile zone in a reinforced concrete beam. Right: the variation in
tensile stress in the concrete cover transverse to the reinforcing bar 1) Elastic deformation; 2)
Partial crack; 3) Completely plastic. After Tepfers (1979)
In the elastic stage, using thick walled cylinder theory, the tangential stress can be found (Figure 5-1):

(1)

When the bond reaches the plastic stage, the cylinder will not break until the stresses in the tangential
direction at every part of the cylinder have reached the ultimate tensile strength. The tangential stress
in the cylinder can be expressed as
(Figure 5-3). In the intermediate stage of above
two cases, the ring has internal partial cracks where the circumferential stresses have reached the
ultimate tensile strength of concrete. The bond force is now transferred through the concrete teeth
between the internal cracks to the uncracked part of the ring. He found that when the radius of cracked
zone
the bond force capacity of the concrete ring reaches its maximum value
(Figure 5-2).
This analysis is based on the specific bond failure mode, i.e. cone cracks and radial cracks. In the
rockbolting system, however, it is not always the case due to grouting material which dominates the
failure of the bond. The thick wall theory and associated methodology of elastic and plastic analysis
used in his paper are admirable and employed in later research work on the fully grouted rockbolt
composed of three phase material with two interfaces.
FAILURE MODES OF CABLE BOLTING SYSTEM
Yazici and Kaiser (1992) developed a conceptual model for fully grouted cable bolts (Figure 6), called
“Bond Strength Model (BSM)”.

Figure 6 - Schematic diagram reflecting the geometry of a rough cable bolt
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According to their theory the bond strength is mainly frictional and hence depends on the pressure
build-up at the interface which in turn depends on the dilational movement against the confining grout or
rock. The cable bolt surface was simplified to be zigzag (twisting of the cable is ignored), thus a
bilinear dilation-dependent joint strength concept introduced by Patton can be applied:

For small angles, the bond strength can be expressed in terms of friction and dilation angle:
(2)

The BSM involves four main components; axial displacement, lateral displacement, confining pressure
and bond strength. In Figure 6, the schematic diagram illustrates these interrelated components in four
quadrants:
 The first quadrant shows the variation of bond strength with axial displacement.
the pullout test graph;

It represents

 The second quadrant relates the confining pressure at the bolt-grout interface to the bond
strength using Equation (2);
 The third quadrant shows the relationship between axial and lateral displacements. Since the
apparent dilation angle is not constant, the relation is non-linear and asymptotically approaches
an ultimate lateral displacement;
 The dilation acts outward on the grout column and creates the interface pressure as illustrated
by the fourth quadrant. The straight lines show that the grout may split under the dilational
pressure.
In the fourth quadrant of the BSM, the dilatational behaviour of grout is: (1) elastic; (2) fully split; or (3) a
transition zone of partially split with an elastic portion. In the elastic grout expansion (Figure 7), the
radial displacement at the bolt-grout interface can be derived from the plane strain thick-walled cylinder
equations:
(3)
(4)
The radial displacement of the rock, induced by an internal pressure in a circular hole of radius in an
infinite medium, is given by:
(5)
Combining the above Equations (3), (4) and (5), the displacement at the bolt-grout interface can be
expressed in terms of the internal pressure in the form:
(6)
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(b)

Figure 7- (a) Conceptual cross-section through a grouted bolt. Right; (b) Conceptual
cross-section through a fully-split grout column
If the tangential stress exceeds the tensile strength of the grout, grout will fully split and the tangential
stress in the grout column becomes zero. This changes the thick-walled grout cylinder to a
wedge-shaped geometry. The new state of stress can be found according to the wedge theory
as
. Consequently, the difference of the displacements between the boundaries of the split
grout column can be calculated:
(7)
Substituting
cylinder is:

with Equation 5, the displacement at the bolt-grout interface for the totally split grout

(8)
In the transition zone of above two cases, the interface pressure is obtained via elastio-plastic
behaviour:
(9)

Thus, the dilation for partially split grout is found by algebraically adding the displacements for split and
intact grout:

(10)

This equation is only applicable for r1 < re < r2 and u1g is not a linear function of p1 because the length of
crack re is also a function of p1. A closed-form solution could not be found and, hence, u1g is determined
iteratively starting from re=r1.
To complete BSM, “dilation limit” must be determined. While failure occurs, the area of the grout teeth in
contact with the bolt decreases but the stress acting on an individual tooth increases leading eventually
to complex modes of failure. An empirical model was chosen to describe it as:
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(11)
Where u0=maximum dilation ≈ teeth height; ζc is compressive strength of grout and B is a constant
which can be determined from pullout data.
Hyett et al. (1992; 1995; 1996) carried out series of laboratory and field pullout tests to investigate the
major factors influencing the bond capacity of grouted cable bolts. All tests were conducted on
15.9 mm diameter 7-strand cable grouted using type 10 Portland cement pastes. Their results indicate
that cable bolt capacity most critically depends on the cement properties, embedment length and radial
confinement. They found that cable bolt capacity increased with embedment length although not in
direct proportionality. Furthermore, in general higher capacities were obtained under conditions of
higher radial confinement.
From pullout tests, two failure modes have been observed. One mode involves radial splitting of the
concrete cover surrounding the cable, and the other shearing of the cable against the concrete. The
radial splitting mechanism is induced by the wedging action between the lugs of the bar and the
concrete. This exerts an outward pressure on the inside of the concrete annulus that is balanced by
the induced tensile circumferential stress within the annulus. However, if the tensile strength of the
cement is exceeded, radial splitting will occur, the circumferential stress in the concrete annulus will be
reduced to zero as will the associated reaction force at the steel-concrete interface, so resulting in failure.
The shearing mechanism involves crushing of the concrete ahead of the ribs on the bar, eventually
making pull out along a cylindrical frictional surface possible. Thus, it can be concluded that as the
degree of radial confinement increased the failure mechanism changed from radial fracturing and lateral
displacement of the grout annulus under low confinement, to shear of the cement flutes and pull out
along a cylindrical frictional surface under high confinement.
The successive stages in the failure during a pull test were summarized schematically as shown in
Figure 8, Hyett et al. (1992). In the essentially linear response (stage 1), as the experimental initial
stiffness is significantly less than that predicted from elastic solutions, Hyett argued that the adhesional
bond between the cable and the cement is negligible because (1) the cement paste is porous, and (2)
the bond is not continuous but instead comprises a series of point contacts. Consequently, the
mechanical interlock and frictional resistance is related with the initial linear response during a pull test,
although partial adhesion probably involves additional components. From stage 2, the failure
mechanism is dependent on the radial confining pressure. The stress drop may correspond to radial
fracturing of the grout annulus and/or shear failure through the grout flutes. From then on, as cable
displacement increases, the radial confining pressure is controlled by the potential for greater geometric
mismatch between the cable and cement flutes. How far the individual wedges that now comprise the
grout annulus can be pushed aside is determined by the radial stiffness of the confining medium.
When the radial stiffness is low the favourable failure mechanism is lateral displacement of the wedges;
when it is higher, dilation is suppressed and failure is more likely to occur by shear of the grout flutes and
pull out along a cylindrical frictional surface.

Figure 8 - Successive stages in the failure during a pull test, after Hyett et al. (1992)
To construct a mechanical model for bond failure of fully grouted cable bolts, another series of pull tests
were conducted, in which the confining pressure at the outside of the cement annulus was maintained
constant using a modified Hoek cell, shown in Figure 9, (Hyett et al., 1995). The data were used to
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develop a frictional-dilational model for cable bolt failure in a mathematical form which is amenable to
implementation in numerical programs.

Figure 9 - Left: Boundary conditions of the cable-bolt system, and in this research a constant
radial pressure is applied. Right: Terminology and sign convention.
In this model, the bond strength is frictional, so it depends on the pressure generated at the cable-grout
interface, p1, which in turn depends on the reaction force generated at the borehole wall caused by
dilation during bond failure. The frictional resistance can be catalogued into:
1. for dilational slip:

(12)

2. for non-dilational unscrewing:

(13)

3. for shear failure of the cement flutes:

(14)

In which i=dilation angle; A=interface contact area;
sliding friction between grout and steel;
internal angle of friction for grout and c=grout cohesion.
Micrographs reveal that shearing of the grout flutes only occurred within 75 mm of the exit point. The
only viable explanation is that, along the majority of the test section, failure involves unscrewing of the
cable from the cement annulus. To include the unscrewing effect, Q is introduced as the component of
the pull out force required to untwist the free length of cable. Based on work considerations, the
formula is given by:
(15)
In which C=torsional rigidity of cable; l=pitch length and Lf= free length of the cable between test and
anchor sections.
After 50 mm of axial displacement, the radial dilations measured at the midpoint of the test section are
from approximately 0.15 mm for 1 MPa radial confining pressure, to 0.02 mm for 15 MPa. Since the
dilation angles are small (i < 0.2°), the pull force component related to dilational slip may be ignored.
Thus, the axial pull out force, Fa, may be approximately written as:
(16)
In which L=embedment length and Ls=sheared length of the grout flutes. However, as the shear failure
length is undeterminable, an average coefficient of friction ( ') over the whole test section is introduced,
then:
(17)
The average coefficient of friction angle can be evaluated as the slope of the linear portion of plot
(Fa-Q)/A against confine pressure, which in turn is independent of confining pressure.
In the cable grout interface, the pressure dependent closure is assumed to be hyperbolic, and then the
total dilation due to splitting may be written as:
144
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Where vr0 is the dilation generated by splitting when p1=0, and Kr0 represents the radial stiffness
(MPa/mm) of the cable-grout interface immediately following splitting. Appropriate values for Kr0 and vr0
can be determined from the radial displacement-axial displacement plots.
The cable is not rigid, radial contraction of the cable due to the application of p1 is considered and
evaluated as p1/Krc. Therefore:

Based on this, Hyett then assumed a simple mechanical model to characterise the radial deformability of
the cable-grout interface after the cable has been pulled by an amount ur1:
(18)
Where ua is axial displacement and k1 is empirical constant determined by best fit.
Combining Equations (17) and (18), a differential formulation for the deformability of the cable joint
interface during bond failure, i.e. tangent stiffness matrix, can be obtained;

The behaviour of grout annulus is discussed in three scenarios based on the assumption that it has fully
split after 1 mm of axial pull. Thereafter, the cement annulus will be unable to support a tensile
tangential stress. That is, the fracture is free to open or close depending on confining pressure p2 and
dilation ur1.
While the tangential stresses are compressive, the grout annulus will behave identically to an intact
hollow cylinder, and the plane strain elastic solution for a thick walled hollow cylinder can be applied.
For the case when the radial fractures are fully open, a series of individual grout wedges are formed.
The solution to the stresses and dilations are identical with the BSM model of Yazici and Kaiser (1992).
If the radial fractures are partially open, i.e. the outer annulus is in compression but the inner annulus is
in tension, the tangential stress at the common boundary must be zero. Thus, the radius for which
fractures are open can be solved:

(19)
Consequently, the radial displacement equation and stiffness matrix can be formulated.
FAILURE MODES OF INTERFACIAL SHEAR FAILURE
It is known that the ultimate failure of rockbolts may occur: (a) in the bolt, (b) in the grout, (c) in the rock,
(d) at the bolt-grout interface, (e) at the grout-rock or steel tube interface and (f) a combination of these
failure modes, Ren et al. (2010). This section is concerned with the very common debonding failure at
the bolt-grout interface. Under the debonding failure, zero thickness interface represents the materials
adjacent to the critical surface where debonding occurs. The deformation of the surrounding rock or
grout is often negligible, i.e. all deformations in the surrounding grout and rock outside the critical
interface are lumped in the interface. As a result, the bolt can be assumed to be under uniaxial tension
and the bolt-grout interface layer under interfacial shear deformation only. If debonding occurs at the
grout-rock interface, the idealised model is still applicable, by treating the bolt and grout together as a
„„hybrid bolt” under uniaxial tension.
For the steel bar bolting system, Indraranta and Kaiser (1990 a,b) point out that failure takes place along
the weakest interface unless the bolt itself yields. The product of the hole diameter and the bond
strength of the grout/rock interface is greater than the product of the bolt diameter and the bond strength
of the bolt/grout interface. Hence, failure may occur by the bolt pulling out, as is sometimes observed
16 – 17 February 2012
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in the case of smooth rebars. Such failure of grouted bolts can be prevented by shaping the bolt
surface. However, failure may also initiate within the grout annulus or at the grout/rock interface, owing
to impaired grout strength development or poor adhesion of grout to the borehole wall.
Aydan (1989) carried out a series of push and pull out tests to investigate the anchorage mechanism of
grouted rock bolts and the effect of various parameters such as the ratio of the bolt to borehole diameter
and the behaviour of the bolt to grout interface under triaxial stress. Two steel bars 13 mm and 19 mm
in diameter were tested. The results showed that the load bearing capacity of bolts was 25% higher in
push out tests than pull out tests. Similar tests carried out by Aziz, et al. (2009) resulted in a load bearing
capacity increase at around 10% in favour of push tests. This increase in push test values was
attributed to the Poisson‟s ratio effect (the radial stress is of compressive character in the push out case
while it tends to become tensile in the pull out tests). Ayden‟s investigation showed that an increase in
bearing capacity was attributable to the normal compressive stress resulting from the geometric dilation
of the surface. Aydan (1989) suggested that shearing might occur along one of the surface of
weakness in the rock bolt system (grout-rock interface and bolt-grout interface), and classified the failure
modes in the push pull tests as follows:
1. Failure along the bolt-grout interface. This occurred in every test on bars with a smooth
surface and deformed bars installed in a large borehole;
2. Failure along the grout-rock interface.
diameter boreholes;

This occurred in deformed bars installed only in smaller

3. Failure by splitting of grout and rock annulus.
Aydan (1989) observed that although shearing failure along one of the interfaces was the main cause,
some samples split without confining pressure. This was attributed to geometrical dilation of the
bolt-grout interface during shearing, which caused an internal pressure on the borehole.
Li and Stillborg (1999) developed an analytical model for predicting the behaviour of rock bolts under
three different conditions 1) for bolts in pull out tests, 2) for bolts installed in a uniformly deformed rock
mass and, 3) for bolts subjected to the opening of rock joints.
The development of these models was based on the description of the mechanical coupling at the
interface between the bolt and grout medium for the grouted tests. Based on the exponential decay
theory and decoupling of the bond, they constructed a model for the shear stress along a fully grouted
bolt as shown in Figure 10.

Figure 10 - Distribution of shear stress along a fully grouted rockbolt subjected to an axial load.
Left: before decoupling occurs. Right: completely decoupled with a zero shear stress until x0,
partially decoupled with a residual shear strength s r until x1, from x1 to x2 the residual shear
strength linearly increases to the peak strength sp, and then exponentially towards the far end of
the bolt. After Li and Stillborg (1999)
Before decoupling occurs at the interface for fully grouted rockbolts, the attenuation of the shear stress
is expressed as:
(20)
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After decoupling occurs, for equilibrium of the bolt, the applied load P0 should equal the total shear force
at the bolt interface, i.e.
(21)
And the maximum applied load can be expressed as:
(22)
Where: L=length of the bolt; Δ=x2-x1; ω=sr/sp;
Ground anchor is also one common reinforcing method in civil engineering. It can make effective use
of the soil potential and enhance its self-stability. According to the modes of load transfer, anchorage
can be divided into three types: tension, pressure and shearing. Tension anchor is more commonly
used and its reinforcement mechanism is to transmit the supporting force from anchor to stable stratum
through bonding resistance. There are three failure modes of the tension anchor, that is, 1) anchor
breaking, 2) anchor and grout body bonding failure, and 3) the anchorage body and soil shear failure.
The former two failure modes hardly occur in practice so the main task of soil anchorage design is to
determine the side resistance distribution between the anchorage body and surrounding soil to avoid the
last failure mode. Side resistance distribution of the anchorage segment is conventionally assumed to
be uniform. However, some recent investigations have shown that the side resistance is not uniform
but has a peak in the front part and then decreases gradually and finally approaches zero. Based on
this, Xiao and Chen (2008) presented a model of the tensile anchor load transfer mechanism using
shear displacement method.
In their work, the softening feature of the soil was considered. The shear stress-strain relationship of
soil surrounding the anchorage body was simplified into a tri-lines model consisting of an elastic phase,
an elasto-plastic phase and a residual phase (Figure 11).

Figure 11 - Left: Schematic diagram of tension type anchor. Right: Relationship between shear
stress and strain of soils, Xiao and Chen, 2008.
The shear stress strain relationship can be expressed as;

(23)

According to elastic theory, the shear stress and strain of soil surrounding a structural pile are
(24)
Where r=distance from any point in the soil to pile center; r0=radius of anchorage; η0=shear stress of
anchorage surface; s=soil displacement. Consequently, at a depth z, the soil displacement at the
anchor interface can be obtained as:
16 – 17 February 2012
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(25)

Where rm is the soil radius surrounding anchorage body where shear displacement can be ignored.
The shear displacement, s, is also a function of depth z. According to the definition, the shear
displacement in the phase I and II shown in Figure 11 are

(26)

The governing equation is still
(27)
When only elastic deformation exists, this governing equation can be easily solved. When the
surrounding soil enters into the elastoplastic phase, the equation is a transcendental equation but they
can be solved in close form. The close form solution is doubtful nevertheless, they provided a method
to potentially predict the full range behaviour of the anchorage.
Ren et al. (2010) developed a closed-form solution for the prediction of the full-range mechanical
behaviour of fully or partially-grouted rockbolts under tension. In this solution, a tri-linear bond slip
model is used to accurately model the interfacial debonding mechanism between the grout and the bolt.
The full-range behaviour consists of five consecutive stages: elastic stage, elastic-softening stage,
elastic-softening-debonding stage, softening-debonding stage and total debonding stage. For each
stage, closed-form solutions for the load-displacement relationship, interfacial shear stress distribution
and bolt axial stress distribution along the bond length were derived. The ultimate load and the
effective anchor length were also obtained. Their analytical model was calibrated with two pullout
experimental studies. The predicted load-displacement curves as well as the distributions of the
Interfacial Shear Stress (ISS) and the bolt axial stress are in close agreement with test results.
This study adopts a tri-linear bond-slip model, as shown in Figure 12, in which an ascending branch up
to the peak stress at (δ1, ηf) followed by a softening branch down to (δf, ηr), and then a horizontal branch
representing the non-zero residual frictional strength ηr after complete debonding.

Figure 12 - Tri-linear bond-slip model
Let k be the ratio of the residual strength ηr to the peak stress ηf so ηr=kηf, the shear stress can be
expressed as:
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(28)
(29)
(30)
Based on force equilibrium, the governing equations of the grouted rockbolt and the axial stress in the
bolt are
(31)
(32)
.
They can be solved once η(δ) is defined.
corresponding load-displacement curve.

Figure 13 illustrates the evolution of ISS distribution and

Figure 13 - Left: Evolution of interfacial shear stress distribution and propagation of debonding.
(a,b) Elastic stage; (c,d) elastic-softening stage; (e,f) elastic–softening-debonding stage; (g)
softening-debonding stage; (h,i) debonding stage; I, II and III represent elastic, softening and
debonding stress states respectively. Right: Typical full-range theoretical non-dimensional
load–displacement curve. After Ren et al, (2010).
In the elastic stage, the solutions of the governing equations are
(33)
.
The slip at the loaded end with x = L is defined as the displacement of the rockbolt and is denoted as Δ.
The following load–displacement expression can then be obtained
(34)
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The elastic stage ends when the shear stress reaches the bond shear strength ηf at a slip of δ1 at x = L
(Point A in Figure 13). Setting Δ=δ1, the load at the initiation of interface softening is found to be
(35)
As the pullout force increases, softening commences at the loaded end (x = L) and the peak shear
stress is transferred towards the embedded end, as shown in Figure 13-c (state II). With the
development of the softening length a, the load P continues to increase because more interface is
mobilised to resist the pullout force. At the end of this stage (point B in Figure 13), P reaches the
debonding load Pdeb. The following differential equations for the elastic–softening stage can be obtained:
(36)
(37)
.
The boundary conditions are:

;

and

.

The solution for the elastic region of the interface with 0 ≤ x ≤ L - a is
(38)
The solution for the softening region with L - a ≤ x ≤ L is
(39)
(40)
(41)
And
(42)

(43)
Debonding initiates at the loaded end when η reduces to ηr at x = L. Substituting η=ηr and x = L into shear
equation leads to
(44)
Thus the softening length a at the initiation of debonding at the loaded end, denoted as ad, can be solved
as:

(45)
Debonding load Pdeb can be found as
(46)
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Once the shear stress decreases to ηr at x = L, debonding initiates at the loaded end. As debonding
propagates, the peak shear stress continues to move towards the embedded end. Thus there are
three possible stress states within the bond length: the elastic state (state I), the softening state (state II)
and the debonding state (state III) (Figure 13-e). The debonded length is denoted by d and the solution
for the elastic-softening zones, i.e. Equation (39) (40) and (41), are still valid if L is replaced by (L - d).
The differential equation for debonding zone can be obtained by substituting Equation (30) into
Equation (31). The solution for the debonding region with L – d ≤ x ≤ L is given by

( 2

)+2 2 2

( 2

)

1(

+

)

(47)
(48)
(49)
And
(50)

=

2

1 2

1

1

2

2

2

1
2

2 2

(2 +
1

(

2

+2
1

2


(
)

1

2
1(

)
+

)

(51)

P reaches its maximum value when
(52)
Solve d at the ultimate load, denoted as dult, as
(53)
The above analysis shows that the full-range mechanical behaviour of rockbolts under tension consists
of five distinct stages. The important points are point A(P1,u1) corresponding to the initiation of
interface softening, point B(P2,u2) corresponding to the initiation of debonding, and point C(P3,u3)
corresponding to the ultimate load. These three points may be identified from an experimental
load–displacement curve, and used to calibrate the parameters in the tri-linear bond-slip model
(Figure 14).

Figure 14 - Load-displacement curve used to calibrate the parameters in the tri-linear bond-slip
model, after Ren et al. (2010).
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DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
Rockbolts are widely used in mining and tunneling engineering to support underground excavation or to
stabilise a jointed rock mass. In this work up-to-date failure modes of several kinds of rockbolting
reinforcement system were presented and discussed. The stress state in a concrete beam due to bond
forces from a steel bar is analysed. Upon the specific bond failure modes, i.e. cone cracks and radial
cracks, the stresses were calculated for an elastic stage, a plastic stage and an elastic stage with
internal cracks.
For fully grouted cable bolts, the BSM explains observations from laboratory pull-out tests by predicting
the elastic, partially split and fully split grout behaviour. The load level during splitting of grout is a
function of the grout confinement by the rock, grout stiffness and grout strength. The grout column of
cable bolts confined by relatively soft or disturbed rock, with soft or low tensile strength grout will be
susceptible to grout splitting which in turn leads to a reduction in ultimate bond strength.
Hyett et al. (1995) emphasizes that the failure involves unscrewing of the cable from the cement annulus.
This type of failure mechanism is due to the helical form and low torsional rigidity of a seven-wire strand,
and it distinguishes the mechanical behaviour of cable bond failure from a solid deformed bar.
Finally, a closed-form solution for predicting the full-range behaviour of rockbolts under tension based on
a tri-linear bond-slip model is presented. Formulations for the shear slip and shear stress on the
grout–bolt interface, the load–displacement relations, and the axial stress in the bolt, have been derived
for each of the five distinct loading stages. The control parameters in the solution can be calibrated
from pullout test data. It offers a theoretical basis of the rockbolt behaviour under tension, and provides
practical application. Once the bond-slip model is calibrated using the analytical solution from pullout
tests, it can be used in the modelling of complex engineering problems.
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